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ABSTRACT: We demonstrate the feasibility of superhydrophobic aligned nanocones as energy-effective frost-free coatings.
Exemplified by Co(OH)2 nanocone films with condensed microdrop self-removal ability, their edge and whole-surface frosting
time can be delayed to about 10 and 150 min, respectively. By using a Teflon gasket to shield edges, the samples can keep frost-
free state over 90 min. Further, the lasting frost-free state can be realized by intermittent weak airflow heating, which is energy-
effective in contrast to usual high-power heating for defrosting flat surfaces. These findings are significant to develop antifrosting
nanotechnologies for energy-effective heat exchangers such as heat pumps and refrigerators.
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With the advance of bioinspired superhydrophobic
nanotechnologies,1−3 engineering surfaces that can

prevent frost formation and accumulation in an energy-effective
way has attracted great interest because of their significance in
basic research and technological innovations. It is known that
condensation frosting, i.e., formation of subcooled condensates
and subsequent freezing into frost, inevitably occurs on subzero
common metal surfaces under humid environments, which is
undesired in daily life and industrial processes. For example, the
frost formation and accumulation can dramatically degrade the
heat transfer efficiency of heat pump and defrosting also
consumes a large amount of energy.4,5 Very recently, sporadic
reports showed that superhydrophobic nanostructures6 or
hierarchical structures7−9 with the self-propelled jumping ability
of condensed microdrops can effectively retard frosting while
superhydrophobic surfaces with impaled condensates10−12

exhibit poor antifrosting effects (defrosting more diffi-
cultly)13−15 in comparison with flat surfaces. However, it is
still a great challenge to fully prevent the frost formation
because of the inevitable occurrence of edge-induced interdrop
freezing wave propagation across the entire surface.6−9 To date,
there is no report about energy-effective frost-free surfaces,
especially suitable for metal substrates. Thus, we wonder if the
frost-free surfaces can be realized by the delicate design of

surface nanostructure and surface chemistry integrated with
external energy-effective heating measures.
Here, we demonstrate that condensed microdrop self-

propelling surface can be used as energy-effective frost-free
coatings. Exemplified by superhydrophobic Co(OH)2 nano-
cone films with the self-propelled jumping ability of condensed
microdrops, in situ grown on copper foils, the frosting time at
their edge and whole surface can be delayed to about 10 and
150 min, respectively. By using a Teflon gasket to shield edges,
the samples can keep frost-free state over 90 min. Further, the
lasting frost-free state can be realized by intermittent weak
airflow heating, which is energy-effective in contrast to high-
power heating commonly used for defrosting flat surfaces.
These findings are significant to develop innovative antifrosting
nanotechnologies for energy-effective heat exchangers such as
heat pumps and refrigerators.
Figure 1a shows typical scanning electron microscopic

(SEM) top-view (top) and side-view (bottom) of the as-
synthesized brucite-type cobalt hydroxide aligned nanocone
films, which can be obtained by immersing rinsed glass slides in
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a mixed aqueous solution of 0.15 M CoCl2·6H2O and 0.33 M
(NH2)2CO at 60 °C for 11 h (see Experimental Section in the
Supporting Information).16 These nanocones are almost
perpendicular to the substrate surface with average top
diameters of 28 nm, end diameters of 188 nm, opening
interspaces of 219 nm and heights of 1.9 μm, respectively. After
modifying fluorosilane molecules, the aligned nanocone films
show ideal quasi-static and dynamic superhydrophobic non-
stickiness to macroscopic water droplets (see Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information). However, condensed microdrops are
still pinned on the surfaces because their diameters are far less
than water capillary length (∼2.7 mm) so that the gravitation

effect is unavailable. Although the microdrops themselves are
immobile via the traditional shedding-off way, they can self-
remove by coalescence-induced out-of-plane jumping (Figure
1b), powered by excess surface energy released from mutual
coalescence.17−23 Note that the coalescence-induced jumping
events can continuously occur on horizontally placed samples
(Figure 1c).
Our measurement indicated that the as-synthesized super-

hydrophobic aligned nanocone films indeed own remarkable
antifrosting performance. As shown in Figure 2a, frost crystals
can only emerge at the edge of the nanostructured surface of
−10 °C after a relatively longer refrigeration period (around 10

Figure 1. (a) SEM top-view (top) and side-view (bottom) of the as-synthesized cobalt hydroxide nanoneedle films. (b) Optical images showing the
coalescence-induced self-removal of condensed microdrops on the nanostructured surface. (c) An overlapped optical image showing a continuous
coalescence-induced jumping process of condensed microdrops, accompanied by its size scaling up. These optical images are captured at the
controlled environment of Tsub = 1 °C, Tair = 25 °C, and RH = 90%.

Figure 2. Time-lapse optical images of (a) nanostructured and (b) flat surfaces at the controlled environment of Tsub = −10 °C, Tair = 25 °C, and RH
= 60%. The insets are spherical condensed microdrops and initially formed frost islands, corresponding to the dotted rectangle. Scale bar: 5 mm
(white), 200 μm (black).
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min). Condensed microdrops at the central regions almost
keep the liquid state and the frost crystals propagate inwardly at
an extremely slow rate (∼0.1 mm/min). Even as the
refrigeration time extends to 150 min, the surface is still not
fully covered by frost crystals. This is because that the inward
frost crystal propagation on the nanostructured surfaces can be
effectively inhibited by delaying the ice-bridging process based
on the violent self-propelled jumping of condensed microdrops
and evaporation-induced gaps between frozen droplets and
condensed microdrops (see Figure S2 in the Supporting
Information).7,8 As a result, the formed frost layer is loosen,
consisting of spicule-like crystals (see Figure S2c in the
Supporting Information). Note that the frost wave propagation
can also be induced by frost crystals randomly emerging in the
central area, caused by the defects of locally larger voids
distributed on the surface of nonaligned nanocones. In contrast,
condensed microdrops on the hydrophobic flat surfaces freeze
randomly within less than ∼1 min once the substrate
temperature is below zero because of the rapid liquid−solid
phase transition (Figure 2b) and frost wave propagation (see
Figure S2d in the Supporting Information). Subsequently, frost
crystals can grow over the entire surface by both the direct
condensation frosting and ice bridging within less than 5 min.
To understand such a remarkable antifrosting property, we

explored the intrinsic antifreezing ability of the super-
hydrophobic aligned nanocone films. A sessile droplet (9 μL)
is placed on the central region of nanostructured surface at
substrate temperature (Tsub) of −10 °C and covered with a
watch glass to reduce the influence of humidity, while the
ambient temperature is ∼25 °C. It is found that the droplet can
maintain liquid state on the nanostructured surface until the
refrigeration duration extends to 286 min (see Figure S3 in the
Supporting Information), far higher than that in the previous
reports.24−26 Similarly, spherical condensed microdrops can
also intrinsically maintain the liquid state under long-term
refrigeration. It may be understood that the intriguing
antifreezing performance of the aligned nanocone films is
ascribed to the higher energy barrier of ice crystal nucleation
caused by minimized nanotips27,28 and the higher thermal
resistance of thin films caused by the existence of stable air
cushion.24−26 However, frost crystals could inevitably form at
the edge defects due to geometric singularity with low free
energy barrier of heterogeneous nucleation.6−9 Although the
inward ice crystal propagation on the nanostructured surfaces
can be slowed down by delaying the ice-bridging process based
on the coalescence-induced self-propelling of condensed
microdrops and evaporation-induced gaps between frozen
droplets and condensed microdrops,7,8 the frost still can grow
over the entire surface by the edge-induced interdrop freezing
wave propagation.
On the basis of the above analysis, we believe that the

prevention of the edge-induced freezing events is crucial to
maintain the frost-free state of the as-synthesized aligned
nanocone films. In principle, microscopic building blocks at the
sample edge show geometrical singularity nature so that there
are more exposed lateral surfaces for condensation frosting at
microscale.6,8 In view of far higher energy barrier of frost crystal
nucleation for hydrophobic flat surfaces in comparison with
hydrophilic flat surfaces,29 we suppose that the edge’s side-
effect of the superhydrophobic nanocoatings may be effectively
delayed by employing edge shielding and hydrophobicization.
To verify the feasibility of this idea, we briefly put a Teflon
gasket with flat top and inner surfaces onto the nanostructured

surface to shield the edge (Figure 3a). Remarkably, the onset
time of frosting on the sample edge can be dramatically

delayed, where no freezing event occurs and condensed
microdrops are still in the liquid state within 90 min (Figure
3b). Compared with the previous reports, we present the
longest frost-free state on superhydrophobic surfaces without
any additional energy supply. However, the frosting event still
inevitably occurs on the junction of the nanostructured surface
and the Teflon gasket after longer time, e.g., observable frost is
found in 120 min (Figure 3b).
Further, the aligned nanocone films may be frost-free by

introducing low-energy-consumption heating, e.g., blowing
intermittent airflow (21 °C, 3 m/s) for 1 min at the intervals
of 9 min. After the first cycle of 9 min refrigerating test, only a
small quantity of frost crystals emerged at the nanosample edge.
Interestingly, after heating for 1 min, the loosen accumulation
of frost crystals at the edge could instantly melt into mobile
spherical droplets (Figure 4a). It is found in the experiments
that with the times of frosting/defrosting cycles increasing, the
edge-induced frost front propagation would be slightly
aggravated, resulting in the larger frost crystal area around
the edges (Figure 4b, c). We suppose that the residual big
droplets of melting water around the edges may accelerate the
inward propagation of frost crystals and microscopic capillarity
during the process of frosting/defrosting repetition might also
lead to the structural damage around the edges.30 Even so, the
nanostructured surfaces can still keep the “frost-free” state in
longer duration, e.g., see the 12th cycle of tests as shown in
Figure 4c. In contrast, a layer of dense frost crystals can easily
accumulate on the hydrophobic flat surface after 9 min
refrigerating and became thicker, rather than thinning

Figure 3. (a) Schematic of edge shielding of the nanostructured
sample by covering a Teflon gasket. b) Optical top-view of the edge-
shielding nanostructured sample at the refrigerated time of 90 min
(left) and 120 min (right), respectively. Condensates can still keep the
liquid state within 90 min while frozen microdrops near the circular
junction emerge as the time extending to 120 min. They were taken in
a controlled environment of Tsub= −10 °C, Tair = ∼25 °C and RH =
∼60%.
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(melting), after the same heating treatment for 1 min. Even as
the heating time is elongated to 5 min, the frost layer covered
on the entire surface still cannot be removed (Figure 4d).
Clearly, such energy-effective frost-free nanocoating is highly
desirable because the traditional energy-swallowed defrosting
approach suitable for common hydrophobic surfaces or
coatings requires long-term and high-power heating.5 Besides,
the previously reported defrosting approach based on the
integrated detachment of frost blocks on the condensate
jumping nanostructured surfaces6,8 is not suitable for small-
scale applications, e.g., heat pump equipped with millimeter-
interspaced heat exchanger fins.4

We demonstrate that the condensed microdrop self-
propelling surfaces, exemplified by the in situ grown super-
hydrophobic cobalt hydroxide nanocones on the copper foils,
can be used as energy-effective frost-free nanocoatings. Our
studies revealed that the superhydrophobic aligned nanocone
films have ideal intrinsic antifreezing ability to subcooled water
droplets and thus controlling over the edge shielding can
effectively prevent the condensation frosting within tens of
minutes. Further, to fully avoid the condensation frosting, it is
necessary to take the low-energy-consumption heating

measures, where energy consumption is extremely low in
comparison with the traditional energy-swallowed high-power
heating approach. Therefore, these findings are significant to
develop antifrosting coatings for energy-effective heat ex-
changers such as heat pumps and refrigerators.4,5 It should be
also pointed out that any nanostructure or hierarchical structure
with condensed microdrop self-propelling functions may be
used as effective candidates. Future research should be focused
on the development of robust superhydrophobic coatings
suitable for metal (e.g., copper and aluminum) substrates and
investigation into the integral effects of practical energy-
effective heating approaches toward different applications.

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT

*S Supporting Information
Experimental Section, ideal superhydrophobicity to macro-
scopic water droplets (Figure S1), details about the frost front
propagation on the nanostructured and the contrast flat
samples (Figure S2), and striking intrinsic antifreezing ability
of the nanostructured samples (Figure S3). This material is
available free of charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.

Figure 4. (a−c) Optical images showing the energy-effective frosting prevention of nanostructured surfaces under the 1st, 2nd, and 12th intermittent
cyclic heating of airflow (21 °C, 3 m/s) for 1 min every 10 min. (d) Optical images showing that the aggravated frosting (rather than defrosting) of
hydrophobic flat surfaces after airflow heating for 1 min (middle), even 5 min (right). The airflow direction is denoted as arrows. All samples are
placed on the cooling stage of −10 °C during the whole test process.
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